


LINOTYPE FINISHING PROCEDURE

Part No. 1

1. All parts necessary for Pinal Erection of machine to be
delivered to Finisher's station. Machine to be complete
from Sub-Erection.

(A) Compare Machine Order Specifications with equipment on
machine and narts delivered. Check customer's order step
by step for major items such as - Electric Pot Voltage,
Gas Pot, "EE" Thermo Bio, etc. Check order for ENGLISH OR
DIDOT measure specifications. Compare relative parts such
as - mold slide, and ejector blades, mold disk, molds and
liners, mouthpiece, magazines and escapements and all
measure units such as - ejector blade selector, assembler
slide and scale and assembling elevator gate scale. These
items are important and must be checked carefully.

(B) Finisher to examine* machine for damaged parts.

2. Apply the following warts with machine in NORMAL POSITION .

(A) Pi Stacker and Sorts Tray.

(B) Lamp holder and fiber washers. Quad Tray.

(C) Nameplates to faceplates and Intermediate Channel.

(D) Mold slide safety hook bracket and pot advance safety
opeating bar to pot cover.

(E) Assembling elevator raising handle without sprire . Check
stop bite and shaft end play.

(F) Two letter filling piece. Adjust for free movement.

(G) Slug lever operating cam to 1st elevator slide. Set Square.

(H) Remove crucible facte guard and drop guard from crucible.
Clean face of crucible and back of mouthpiece with smooth
stone. (Remove Burrs )%>

(I) Check for crucible casting flaws (May cause future leaks).
Apply light coat of grease to back of mouthpiece. Apply
mouthpiece to crucible and tighten with mouthoiece to ex-
treme left of movement. This enables easy movement to right
in thS event of hole alignment difficulty. Tighten mouth-
piece screws from center outward, left and right. Mouth-
piece must bank on crucible pins.

(J) Apply factory number to base Intermediate Shaft Bracket.
Apply Serial Number to base on pad above vise shaft, column
pad and Intermediate Shaft Bracket.
Number Distributor Box and beam with number corresponding: toMachine Order. EXAMPLE ; A-1 B-2 C-3 etc.



3. Machine to be In NORMAL POSITION

(A) Remove large nails from justification and vise closing
lever springs.

(B) Adjust .006 to .008 clearance between pot pump lever
roller and pot pump cam. Use adjusting screw under pot
pump lever support rod. Lock adjustments.

(C) Open and close vise carefully. Check for bump or spring
in either vise stud. Check for interference of vise closing
and justifications levers to spaceband driver shafts.

(D) Check normal alignment of matrix delivery between line
delivery channel and 1st elevator jaw. Use adjustments on
1st elevator cam roller lever and line delivery channel.
Adjust 1st elevator slide gibs to obtain .00l(. clearance
between line delivery ahannel and intermediate channel
boxes to 1st elevator slide. Use brass matrix block for
this check.

(E) Check for freemovement to left hand vise jaw adjusting
rod to vise closing attachment rod. Check for proper
licking detent.

k. Check transfer slide for free movement in ways of faceplate.
Remove excessive play from slide if needed. Check free movement
of spaceband and transfer levers. Watch for casting interferences
to faceplate and column. Correct if needed. Check snaceband
lever and pawl for alignment to intermediate channel."

(A) Apply transfer slide, transfer lever and link, stud and
nut screw.

<B) Apply transfer lever tension sping to column h6ok and
lever hook.

(C) Adjust 5 5/8" setting from edge of transfer slide finger
to edge of Intermediate Channel. Remove end play from
shafts and lock bolts.

(D) Adjust clearance of spaceband pawl to spaceband box stop
latch with spaceband and transfer lever turnbuckle. Lock
turnbuckle nuts and check for interference to L.H. stationary
front bracket after setting is established.

(E) "Back-UP" Machine to EJECTION POSITION ; Adjust spaceband
iever and transfer lever for spaceband pawl pick-up. Set
1/8 space between cut-out of transfer slide finger and
groove of spaceband pawl. Lock adjusting screw nut on
transfer slide casting. Check for proper tension of
transfer lever spring and centeraligation of spaceband pawl
by manual movement of levers.

5/ Return Machine to NORMAL POSITION : Open Vise.

(A) Check line delivery slide for free movement in faceplates.
See that stop catch lever has proper tension and function.



(B) Check free movements of line delivery "long finger and Clamp".

(C)

(D) Move delivery slide to extreme left or delivery point to
bank against stop screw bracket on faceplates. Adjust stop
screw to obraln 13/32" from inside face of "short" line del-
ivery finger to outside edge of line delivery channel.
Lock adjusting screw.

(E) Return delivery slide to normal position. Apply line del-
ivery slide tension spring to column hook and line delivery
lever hook.

(P) Close vise and lock tightly. Turn machine forward until
line delivery lever roller reaches highest point of line
delivery cam. At this point adjust short finger to have
from .006 to .020 clearance to spaceband box chute. Tighten
bolts on line delivery lever and remove all end play in shaft.

(G) Turn Machine back to NORMAL POSITION ; Open vise.

(H) Disassemble line delivery slide air cylinder. Apply light
coat of oil to piston washer. Reassemble and apply to
machine. Open air valve completely and set slide spring
tension for minimum tension at extreme limit of delivery
stroke. Adjust air cylinder valve to obtain proper
cushion of delivery slide.

Set-Up Mold Slide on Bench Rest:

(A) Comet ejector blades - 30EM for REGULAR 28 - CIC for DIDOT .

(B) Use mold slide lever roller and check for proper fit to
mold slide tail. Clean dovetail of slide with smooth file.
Check Mold Disk stud for fit into Mold Disk Stud locating $
blocks.

(C) Check for free movement of ejector blades and proper fit
of ejector blade controller link.

ejector blades if specified on customer's

(E) Clean all mold pockets, molds and liners.

(P) Assemble all liners to molds.

(G) Apply molds to mold disk pockets.

(H) Check mold disk retaining plate for proper fit to face of
disk. A .002 feeler gauge must not pass the retaining
plate screws.



LINOTYPE FINISHING PROCEDURE

Part No. 2

Turn machine to CASTING POSITION. 1st elevator slide to be
resting on vise cap with 1st elevator lever roller free of cam.

(A) Engage mold slide lever. Apply back mold wiper. Set wiper
to bank against mold with 1 /8" of overthrow. Disengage mold
slide lever.

(B) Adjust mold slide column space with adjusting screw. Set
for .002 "go" .003 "no go". Maximum of .OOI4. "no go". Lock
nut carefully. Re-check.

(C) Remove 1st elevator back jaw close vise and check squareness
of vise jaws to molds. Check with .002 feeler gauge. Vise
to be square within .003 of mold. Check banking blocks for
clearance to mold when 1st elevator slide is in casting pos-
ition, and vise jaws holding on mold. Check for mold to bank
on banking blocks and jaws to be free when 1st elevator jaw
is raised from vise cap.

(D) Open vise. Apply ejector blade controller link and rod to
mold slide. Align ejector selector lever to lecate in segment
and adjust for easy movement of 30 Ems of ejector blades.
Set locking safety of selector handle.

(E) CHECK R.H. pull-up block for free movement. Apply a few
drops of oilto plunger felt. Clean banking face of vise
and block. Apply R.H. bloek to bise with 8 x 32 screw hole
to left. This is for later application of front mold wiper.
Do not tighten block.

(P) Close and lock vise tightly. Bring mold disk forward onto
R.H. pull-up block. Move 30 Ems of ejector blades forward
to front edge of mold. Pivot mold disk until ejector blades
are parallel to body of mold. Check snace with feeler gauge
and set parallel within .002. Blades to be within .002 of
cap of 5 point mold. Hold pullup block parallel with vise
and lock bolts tightly. Push mold disk off of block and test
for drop. Try all locating studs.

(G) Check L.H. pull-up block for freedom of float. Clean vise
and block banking faces. Apnly block to vise loosely. Pull-
up mold disk onto both blocks. Pivot L.H. block until It is
square and has equal "float" in both directions. Tighten
blocks. Try null-up on all locating studs. Re-check blade
alignment.

OPEN VISE: Set play of .002 in square pinion shoe and gear. Apply
mold turning shaft to mold arm with shaft collar and set screw im
collar. Check for proper hearing of gear and shaft Biub to mold arm
bearings. Apply set screw to mold turning shaft pinion gear.

(A) Close vise and pull disk onto locating blocks.
(B) Align mold turning shaft handle to mold disk and lock pinion

gear set screw. Remove all end play from shaft. Check pull-
up in all positions and for snap of mold turning handle.

(C) Finish taper reaming pinion gear and drive taper pin to fit
properly in gear. Re-check pull-up.



3. Disassemble mold turning shaft brake:

(A) Check that brake leather rivets are below leather.

(B) Apply light coat of oil to brake leathers.

(C) Pit bracket to mold turning shaft and mold arm to that lugs
on brake housing bank against mold arm and space between
brake halves is equal top and bottom.

(D) Awply brake screws, springs, washers, and lock nuts.

(E) Set brake spring tension.

(P) Set mold turning shaft collar against brake and tighten screw.

(G) Re-check pull-up.
Ij.. OPEN VISE: Apply moid disk safety hook to upper mold disk gib bolt

and set for proper bit to hook stop bracket stud. Apply 1st
elevator back jaw (small screw to right side).

(A) Close vise. Pull mold disk onto locating blocks and use
adjusting screw in 1st elevator slide to enable mold disk
to advance all the way forward.

(B) Tap slide b P ck slightly to relieve forward pressure on face
of matrix.

(C) Pull ur> on 1st elevator slide and check to see that both
matrix toes are banking evenly on mold keeper. If only one
matrix banks adjust 1st elevator slide gibs to obtain a
parallel relation between matrix toes and mold keeper.

(D) Set .008 "up and down" shake in 1st elevator slide with slide
adjusting screw after matrix alignment is satisfactory. .005
on 2k point 2 letter mold.

(E) Push disk off of locating pins. Lift 1st elevator slide up
and check space between 1st elevator jaw and line delivery
and intermediate channel boxes. Space to be a maximum of .001).
at line delivery channal and .010 at intermediate channel.
Adjust slide sideways and evenly with gibs and use sideways
movement of line delivery channel rails to obtain this condition.

(P) Tighten gib screw thoroughly. First elevator slide must
move up and down freely with a maximum of .003 shake between
slide gibs.

5. Clean banking surfaces on face of vise frame for application of
galley bracket. Grind R.H. galley bracket edge for clearance to
slug buffer. Grind for clearance of pull-up block wrench.

(A) Apply and tighten L.H. galley bracket. Do not apnly star
washers until after doweling of parts.



(B) Apply R.H. galley bracket to vise and tighten with vertical
slug guide surface slightly to left of vise frame.

(G) Apply slug lever stop screw and nut to vise frame.

(D) Apply Slug lever to vise frame and check for free movement.

(E) Apply adjustable slug lever stop to R.H. galley bracket.

(P) Apply slug lever assembly to vise flrame and connect linkage
to slug lever. Align linkage bracket square to vise frame.
Apply 8 x 32 set screw to slug lever link arm.

(G) Lift 1st elevator slide and insert 5/16" block under 1st
elevator slide banking screw. Lower slide on block.

(H) Set eccentric adjusting screw of slug lever link for half
adjustment.

(I) Set slug lever arm cam rider to clear actuating cam on 1st
elevator slide by 1/8" with rider turned for maximum rotation.
Tighten set screw at this position.

(J) Check for free movement and interference of slug lever.

(K) Lift 1st elevator slide to highest point of throw of slug
lever cam and adjust slug lever stop to obtain 1/32" play
in lever.

(L) Return 1st elevator jaw to vise cap. Drill and dowel slug
lever cam to 1st elevator slide with 3/16" dowel pins. Use
No. 11}. Drill.

(M) Drill and dowel slug lever bracket to vise frame with 1/8"
dowel pins. Use No. 31 Drill.

(N) Drill & taper ream slug lever arm with No.

(0) Apply galley tray and fit to lay flat.

(P) Drill locating pin hole for tray dowel with No. 1lj. Drill.

(Q) Spot mold disk pocket for timing location between disk and mold
turning handle gears. Use no 31 drill. Remove 1st elevator
back jaw.

Open vise and pull mold slide forward to stop on safety hook.

(A) Clean face of mouthpiece with a smooth stone.
(B) Remove mold from pocket. Disassemble mold cap from mold.

Apply and set mold without cap in mold disk pocket. Use 30
EM liners to set hole alignment.

(C) Push mold slide back into position.

(D) Close vise. Lock tightly.



(E) Pull mold disk onto locating blocks to locate mold disk properly.
Carefully push mold disk back off of blocking.

(P) Open vise. Advance pot carefully so that mouthpiece contacts
half mold. Shim pot with blocks or slugs to remain in this pos-
ition. Examine relation of mouthpiece holes to body of mold and
liners. Adjust not with vertical pot leg adjusting screws to
obtain proper hole alignment. All mouthpiece holes must be con-
tained within area between liners. Holes must be tangent with
or slightly above body of mold.

(G{ Release pot from shims and let pot return to its normal position.
Remove half mold from disk and reassemble. Re-apply to mold slide.

(H) Apt>ly a light coat of red lead to the bafekof mold. Push mold
disk back, close vise and lock tightly. Push left hand vise jaw to

close against right hand jaw. Pull mold disk onto locating
blocks. Use a steel rod and carefully press pot againt mold.
Push mold disk back off of locating blocks. Open vise and with-
draw mold slide to safety stop. Examine lock up impression on
mouthpiece. "Lock-up" when completed must show even impression
of mold body and cap on mouthpiece. Adjustment for this result
is obtained by using front and back adjusting screws on both p||t
legs. To obtain lock up impression on bottom of mouthpiece,

pot must be moved forward on bushings to decrease arc of pot
movement. This is done by backing off back adjusting screws
and turning in and front adjusting screw. If pot "Lock-up"
requires an impression on top of mouthpiece, pot must be moved
back on bushings to increase arc of movement. Adjustments may
also be made on one leg at a time, depending on the condition
of the "lock-up". When adjusting pot leg adjusting screws, top
and bottom screws within legs. After "lock-up" is completed,
one full turn of adjustments must be left available for future
use by the customer. When "high spots" exist on mouthpiece
during "lock-up" check, they must be stoned off with a smooth
stone. Use oil or kerosene with stone. When "lock-up" is sat-
isfactory, tighten all adjusting screw lock nuts.

(I) Pot washers to be applied after corrections are completed. Pot
lever roller must be aligned to overhang cam on both sides.

(J) Apply mouthpiece drip guard.

7. Adjust pot compression spring eyebolt nut and compression spring
adjusting nut on "high hat" to bank against eyebolt sleeve.

(A) Remove 1st elevator back jaw from 1st elevator jaw, and close
vise and lock tightly. Engage mold slide lever to mold slid*.

(B) Turn machine forward to 2nd shoe on mold cam. Stop forward
movement of machine at a point where not starts to advance
toward mold disk.

(C) Examine space between mold and L.H. vise jaw. This snace or
"mold slide shake" must be from .003 to .006. Adjustment to
obtain this condition is obtained by using adjusting screw on
mold slide resilient lever. Turn screw counter-clockwise for
more space and clock-wise for less space. After adjusting
carefully lock nut.

\^



(D) Check pot for "pot shake". Pot must have at least 1/32" of
free movement when mold slide shake is satisfactory. If there
is no shake, remove pot eyebolt adjusting nut and take down on
banking surface about 1/16". Reassemble and check. Lock all nuts.

(E) When both mold slide and pot shake are satisfactory turn machine
forward slightly to the point where the pot mouthpiece comes in
isrontact with the mold. At this point, compression on the pot
eyebolt spring assembly takes place and a "lock-up" occurs.
There should be at least 3/16" of overthrow between the inside
edge of eyebolt adjusting nut and side of pot lever. If pot
compression exceeds 5/16" more will have to be taken off of eye-
bolt adjusting nut. If there is too little pot compression, the
eyebolt nut may be too short. Check for undersized joarts and
correct where needed until not compression is satisfactory.

. Return machine to normal position. Open vise and re-apply 1st
elevator back jaw, close vise. Clean surface on faceplate to
which 1st elevator slide guide will be attached. Lock spaceband
lever with spaceband box locking pawl. Back machine into TRANSFER
POSITION so that 1st elevator slide is at its highest position and
2nd elevator lever descends to faceplate. Lift 2nd elevator up and
rest lever on 2nd elevator safety lever.

(A) Disengage mold slide lever and push mold slide off of locating
blocks. Check square pinion gear and mold turning cam shoe for
play. Set for .002 shake with adjusting bushings. Pull disk
on blocks and engasre mold slide.

(B) Use adjusting screiw on bottom of 1st elevator slide to adjust
Height of 1st elevator jaw to intermediate channel. Set temp-
orary height relation of spaceband rail of jaw to channel box
rail. Insert spaceband in 1st elevator jaw and check for
clearance on sides of spaceband "ears" at point where spaceband
enters channel box. Remove spaceband.

(C) Release 2nd elevator lever from safety lever and carefully
allow 2nd elevator to set onto intermediate channel and into
guide post. Adjust 2nd elevator roller with adjusting bolt
and nut so that roller clears cam/ by .010 to .015. Second
elevator bar must lay flat on channel box and have freedom of
movement on elevator yokeand guide post.

(D) Insert a thin "pi mat" into 1st elevator jaw. Place a piece
of white paper and a lamp at spaceband box for back light.
Position matrix at a point before it enters onto 2nd elevator
bar. Examine relation of matrix combination teeth to 2nd
elevator bar combination. Use adjusting screw on lit elevator
slide and adjusting screw bushings on intermediate channel box
to obtain clearance between matrix and bar combinations.
Move matrix to a point where it now enters onto 2nd elevator
baij. Examine alignment and refine adjustment if necessary to
obtain proper "Christmas Tree" of clearance. When adjustment
is completed, lock slide adjusting screw nut. Adjusting plate
on intermediate channel box must be adjusted parallel within
.001. Check with micrometer. Move matrix into channel box.
Check for clearance between back toe of matrix and back plate
of intermediate channel. Check tension of channel box buffer
springs.



Remove "pi mat" and insert a matrix block onto 1st elevator jaw
and slide back and forth onto 2nd elevstor bar to check for
smooth delivery of matrix line.

(E) Remove duplex rail adjusting bar from 1st elevator slide top
guide. Glean banking surface at top guide and apply to faceplate.
Snug bolts so that top guide is adjustable. Insert a slip of
.001}. paper between each intermediate bar plate and 1st elevator
jaw front rail. Adjust ton guide with banking screws so that
paper may be withdrawn with a slight drag. Set space between
intermediate bar and 2nd elevator bar from .OOI4. to .006.
Tighten ton guide bolts and check set screws for bank against
faceplate.

(P) Check for proper bite of transfer slide stop block and safety
lever. Set adjusting screw of 2nd elevator lever to allow
safety lever to lift 1/32" above slide block when 2nd elevator
is seated on intermdediate box.

(0) Adjust intermediate bar point to be even with the bottom of
2nd elevator bar combination when bar noint is lifted to its
highest limit.
Bar point must be free moving and in center of 2nd elevator bar.
Lower 1st elevator sl3de slightly and out even size mats at each
end of 1st elevator jaw under intermediate bar. Lift jaw to
contact intermediate bar. Check for bar to bank on both mats.
Correct as necessary by moving intermediate bar adjusting screws.
Tighten bolts.

(H)Apply dunlex rail adjusting strip to top guide. Return 1st
elevator slide to transfer position. Adjust strip to release
duplex rail in 1st elevator jaw so that matrix will d rop to
regular position. Lock bolts;-

(1) Releave spaceband pawl and carefully let transfer slide move
toward 2nd elevator bar. Check for interference of casting of
slide and top guide. Check for interference of slide finger
to 1st elevator jaw and 2nd elevator bar. With levers at full
stroke, adjust automatic stopping pawl stop screw so that pawl
clears upper stopping lever by .010. Adjust stroke of lever
roller when in contact with pawl plunger so that cut-out of
transfer slide finger is in line with end face of 1st elevator
jaw. Use 6" scale for straight edge.

(J) Apply recast block and check for clearance. COMST Set recast
safety lever on faceplate.

(K) Apply line stop and fit for free movement COMET Set line stop
return finger to pick up line stop and to clear 1st elevator
jaw. apply line stop return lever and check for alignment to
line stop. Check for interference of return lever and inter-
mediate bar. Stake return lever screw. Apply line stop return
lever safety cover. Apply spaceband nameplate.

Move m 9chine to NORMAL POSITION:
(A) Disengage mold slide lever and push mold disk off of locating

blocks. Check square pinion gear and mold turning cam shoe
for play. Set for .002 play with adjusting bushings. Pull mold
disk back onto blocks & engage mold slide lever. -9-



(B) Open vise. Pit ejector blade selector indicator to selector
handle. Pit for free movement and align indicator to window
of line delivery channel box. Check for proper fuction of
selector handle lock with selector locating segment.

(C) Pit ejector lever blade link to mold slide plate and ejector
lever. Check for proper latch function.

(D) Back machine into EJECTION POSITION ;

Check for free movement of ejector blades from 30 Em to k-
Em.

10. Return machine to NORMAL POSITION

(A) Clearance ream knife block holes in vise frame with .188 reamer.

(B) Check knife block for free movement and fit of liners. Set
trim knife screws even with liners.

(C) Check cutting edge of trim and side knives for damage and
sharpness. Apply pin to side knife.

(D) Apply trim knife and spring to vise frame. Tighten bolts with
knife cutting edge below edge of vise frame.

(E) Apply side knife to knife block. Apply knife block to vise
frame and tighten bolts. Check for free movement of knife
block slide and check for interference of slug guide to galley
bracket, and lower banking block.

(P) Check for clearance of ejector blades to trim knife.

(G) Check and set vise balance spring.

11. Disassemble knife wiper operating rod assembly. Apply rod and
spring to R.H. 1st elevator slide gibs. Dowel pin head to face out.

(A) Apply knife wiper operating rod actuating cam and spring to
1st elevator slide. Close vise. Apply brass shoe and 8 x 32
set screw to 1st elevator slide.

(B) Adjust knife wiper operating rod so that roller of rod has l/32"
clearance to actuating cam. Lock nut. Check for good alienment
of roller to cam.

(C) Open vise and apply knife wiper operating rod link end sprirg
to knife wiper shaft with knife wiper assembled to it. Close
vise and open knife block to k5 point. Adjust height of knife
wiper so that it is higher than a 30 Em slug. Check to top of
mold liner. Lock adjusting nuts.

(D) Open vise. Check for free movement of knife wiper rod assembly
in gibs and for knife wiper to lay flat on both knives. Applvcotter pins to knife wiper shaft and lower banking block.

12. Apply front mold wiper and spring to R.H. pull-up block. Adjust
for free movement with minimum of side play.



13. Fit slug buffer to vise cap. Pile slot in R. H. vise handle stop
stud to obtain proper bank and alignment of slug buffer. Check
to lay flat on galley bracket and knife block slug guide.

11;. Oil cups on machine and fill grease cups. Turn grease cups down
a few turns for proper lubrication.

(A) Remove vise automatic stopping rod firom vise frame.

(B) Adjust vise automatic rod pawl for .005 ulay.

(C) Apply vise automatic rod to vise frame and adjust rod height
to be even with top of vise cap when vise is closed with starting
handle in. Adjust height of rod by using vise automatic rod
operating roller lever.

(D) Turn down on vise automatic rod operating screw in first
elevator slide.

(E) Turn machine motor on.

(P) Run machine. Let machine run a few revolutions and watch
carefully for interferences and unusual noises. Stop machine
with handle if something does not look right. Check for play
in ejector shoe lever and transfer dam. Set space between
lever shoe end cam shoe in normal position. Maximum .030 set
ejector lever pawl,
COMET: Set 2nd elevator lever safety lever to open 3/32"
when actuating by button screw on delivery cam." Counter Bojtfe
Cam if necessary.

(G-) Back off vise automatic rod operating screw in slide.

(H) Pull handle to start machine. Machine will stop since
adjusting screw will not nush vise automatic rod clear of vise
automatic mold disk dog. Press down on 1st elevator and adjust
screw until vise automatic rod clears dog, machine will run.
Lock adjusting screw nut. Check for play in vise automatic
horizontal lever.

(I) Apnly 1/32" washer to vise cap. Pull starting handle out.
Machine will stop on vise rod. Remove washer from vise cap.
Carefully let 1st elevator slide down on vise cap. Push
starting handle in to release pressure of drive clutch. First
elevator slide should drop free to vise cap. Check function
of vise automatic with both flappers for proper action with
one and then two flappers. Check for vise ooening safety
with starting handle out.

15. Apply two letter safety shoe to line delivery and transfer lever
cam. Run machine to casting position and shut off motor. Open
vise and remove 1st elevator back jaw. Move l.H. vise jaw to
contact R.H. jaw. Close vise. Adjust upper screw on mold slide
safety lever to push slide on upper stopping lever clear of shoe
on cam. Rotate machine by hand with drive clutch.
(A) Run machine back to normal position.
(B) Use a .053$. feeler gauge and insert carefully between L.H*

vise jaw and mold.



(C) Run machine. Machine will stop on two letter safety shoe due
to interference of gauge preventing mold disk to advance properly.

(D) Remove gauge from jaw and run machine back to normal position.

(E) Lock adjusting screw nuts on safety lever.

16. Apply 1st elevator back jaw to 1st elevator. Run machine around
and let it stop in normal position. Let starting handle out.

(A) Insert a 6 pt. slug against line delivery slide stop scrww on
faceplate. Allow line delivery slide to come against slug.
Hold line delivery slide with left hand and remove slug from
stop. Use slug and carefully tap line delivery slide to the
left. Check for machine to start when inside edge of R.H.
line delivery finger is even with cut of 1st elevator jaw.
This enables complete delivery of line of mats within retain-
ing pawls of 1st elevator jaw.

(B) If machine does not start, pull handle and run machine until
2nd elevator descends onto faceplate. Stop machine. Adjust
starting and stopping pawl adjusting plate for quicker "kick-
off" of line delivery slide. Run machine back to normal position.

(G) Repeat check of line delivery "kick-off" until oroper condition
is obtained.

17. Check rollers of vise closing and justification levers to see that
both rollers contact cam on return stroke of levers after casting
takes place. Grind levers where necessary and check spaceband
drive for parallel condition in 2nd justification position.

18. Run machine to normal position, Turn off motor.

(A) Adjust vise closing wedge to conform with edge block of vise
closing attachment. Use adjusting screw on wedge. Lock ad-
justing screw nut.

(B) Remove ejector blade lever link and disengage mold slide lever.
Pull mold disk onto locating blocks. Keep a 30 em mold in the
top pocket so that a reasonably good margin may be set before
casting.

(C) Push R.H. vise jaw against knife block margin adjusting screw.
Examine relation of R. H. jaw edge to R.H. mold liner. Use
adjusting screw to obtain .005 overhang of R.H. jaw to R.H. taPer.

(D) Push L.H. vise jaw against L.H. jaw adjusting rod block.
Examine relation of L. H. jaw to edge to L. H. mold liner. Use
vise closing attachment adjusting knob and line rod to obtain
.005 overhang of L.H. jaw to L.H. liner. After adjustment is
made, there must be a full turn of adjustment left in vise
closing attachment knob both "in and out".

(E) Push mold disk back off of locating blocks push R.H. Jaw
against knife block adjusting screw and check pot safety
opening. Adjust opening with screw on lever so that there
is Wtr/ 1/32" of opening between safety lever and pot pump



lever blocks. Check for overthrow of lever for proper
safety action of lever when holding closed to prevent casting.

(P) Engage mold slide lever and start machine motor. Run machine
and check pot advance safety for proper opening. Adjust so
that safety lever opens and clears pot Dump lever block by
1/V' to 1/2". Lock adjusting screw nut. Check for inter-
ference of line delivery lever and adjusting screw.

19. Apply a 30 EM line of matrix with about 6 or 7 spacebands to
1st elevator jaw.

(A) Add type metal to pot so that crucible is about 1/2" of being
full. Adjust pot pump lever spring tension with adjustable
handle under column.

(B) Clean not plunger with fine paper. Adjust relief valve
opening of ^lunger for about 1/32". Insert plunger into
crucible. When plunges has been heated thoroughly insert
plunger into crucible well. Do not connect plunger to pump lever.

(C) Apply spark guard. Check for interference to pot safety lever.

20. Lock spaceband pawl to allow for recasting of slugs. Run machine
around and check for proper justification of matrix line. Set
knife block to point size to be cast.

(A) Engage cot plunger to pump lever stud with spring.

(B) Run machine and examine slug. Check for hole alignment and
make corrections if necessary.

(C) Check right and left hand margins and lock adjusting screw on
knife block when margins are satisfactory. Set collar on vise
closing attachment adjusting knob so that "0" mark align with
split opening of casting. Set line rod indicating pointer to
line rod scale after L.H. margin is satisfactory.

(D) Apply R.H. vise jaw stop block and fit so R.H. iaw has about
.006 play.

(E) Check slug trim. Adjust trim knifr so that all matrix over-hang is trimmed by knife. Trim must be even from one end
to the other.

(P) Check slug size at ribs of slug. Slug must be cut to propersize according to size chart. Adjust knife carefully to obtainproper size. Size from end to end of slug must be parallel.
Lock trim and sije adjusting screw nuts when satisfactory.

(G) Check type height with micrometer. If correction is needed,
ittlsengage mold slide and t)ull mold disk forward. At>t>ly redlead to back of mold. Set back knife, careful not to rub
red lead too hard. Clean mold and push mold disk back. Engage
mold slide lever. Re-check slug and lock adjusting screw
nuts when satisfactory. Slug must be parallel within .002



from end to end on 30 em slug. .0005 on short slugs.

(H) Check all other molds In disk for proper trim size, etc^f.

(I) Remove line of matrix from 1st elevator jaw. Set L.H. vise
to cast blank. Adjust detent block in L.H. vise jaw block
to hold jaw tight against R.H. vise jaw.

(J) Remove pot pump plunger spring from pump.
COMET ; Apply alternate casting if called for on customer
order. Set shoe parallel to square pinion.

(K) Apply accelerating and de- accelerating shoes to mold
segment gears. Check for maximum of .006 space between
shoes and square pinion gear vertical guide rails.



CMbli lembling elevator.

bling elevator within faceplate
>ve up and down without a bind. Elevator
evator atop rail freely with a maximum
ly. Check alignment of elevator to line
Lth matrix block. Adjust elevator height

necessary with adjustable hook stop. Adjust line delivery in ai

out with adjustable bushings in line delivery box. Check for
interterence of elevator to knif.; block when open to 45 point.

(A) Check for :rr. ;..

;..... gibs. .Elevator m
hook must ti i.; b o

' of .006 up and do<

delivery channel 1

Check for maximum of
assembler back j,lato.

019 space betveen elevator back plate

As-sembler plate to be

elevator back plate.
even with or n o more than .005 ahead o

3. Check for int ference of Idler pulley wa3her and Reed rack.

(B) Apply assembler elevator connecting link to elevator. Apply
elevator balancing spring to raising handle and keyboard hook.
Adjust elevator balance so Chat elevator drops smoothly from del

position to assembling position. Lock balance spring hook nut.

(C) With assembling elevator in assembling position, apply a thin matrix
to elevator. Adjust elevator gate so that matrix is free all the

ator with adjusting screw On lug of

elevator gate banking shoe. Adju.Jt
oss full length of gate. Set with slight

it is always tight. First matrix in
ways hold as elevator ascends to delivery
:oi matrix pawls for tension.

m to clear matrix when opening gate.

(E) Check duple;; rail salety block for alignment to actuating arm on
,

line delivery channel box. Block must clear arm when rail is tri

normal position, and should Contact arm when, in "upper" "rail" position.
Re-check" elevator toif free movement and balance. Set for star wheel
tension.

CpMET^ Remove duplex rail safety when equipped with T.T.

2. Apply matrix delivery belt" to Usscmbler pulley and Idler' pulley.

cross as sembli
elev« tor gate

D) Lift elevator up an
gate to hold matrix
taper so that matri
any 1 ength 11 le nms
position. Ch ;ck el

:. Bevel elavato " gate



USE STOP BELT. Set belt for minimum tatwioa. Set assembler chute rails
to clear belt. Re-apply front assembler rail and check for belt
clearance. Check for squareness of assembler rails. Rails to be square
or front rail higher. Turn belt by hand. Check for interference of
Idler Pulley to Assembler Entrance Cover.

(A) Check space between front and back assembler rail to elevator duplex
rail and elevator back plate. Check for height of chute rail to
duplex rail. Check elevator for free movement. Maximum of .015

COMET: Set duplex rail adjusting screw for proper space on T.T- elevator.
Connect T. T. duplex rail mechanism and set for proper throw from
regular to auxiliary rail.

(B) Remove assembler entrance, chute finger, spring and screw.

(C) Farm assembler entrance guides to proper shape to enable proper
assembly of matrix.

COMET: Use chart and metal guard to form guides.
|

(D) Re-apply assembler entrance chute finger, spring and 3Crew. Adjust
3/32" of "-pace between chute finger and assembler rails.

COMET: ''Use 10 point "Cap W" to set chute finger. Set adjusting screw to
be snue.

(E) Check assembler catch spring for centralization and to extend
1/32" beyond back plate of assembler on regular models only.

3. Check assembler slide for freedom of movement.

(A) Check assembler slide adjusting clamp for ease of movement and remove
excessive side play.

(B) Align clamp step with 30Em indication on assembler slide scale.

(C) Use a 30 Em slug and adjust assembler clamp stop screw so that slug
fits between assembler slide finger and star wheel. Lock adjusting
screw. Set assembler elevator gate scale.

(D) Set assembler slide faceplate stop bracket 30 that there is about
.015 space between star wheel and assembler slide finger.

(E) Set assembler slidt release lever to be parallel to assembler slide
and check for interference to slide clamp when depressing lever.
Adjust return spring tension so that assembler slide returns smoothly.
With minimum of tension,

(F) Check assembler slide brake for proper action. Brake must hold
assembler slide in position when' slide is moved to left. Slide should
not chatter when matrix are assembled.. Brake must release whe«
lever is depressed.

-16-



(G) Check spacel-and buffer for play. Fit for minimum of play and fr*e

movement. Check that assembler slide does not interfere with

spaceband buffer when slide is at 30 Em and elevator is lifted to

delivery point. Check for interference when opening keyboard with

elevator raised.

CCMET: Set spaceband buffer eccentric bank for 1/2" adjustment.

4. Check assembler door cover for free movement of roller. Apply cover

to assembler. Open Cover.

(A) Check for fit, of assembler entrance cover and good fit to latch.

Cover latch must have good bite on cover and hold tightly. Check

hinge pins for tight fit in cover blocks.

CCMET; Set assembler entrance cover lugs to be within .010 of front matrix

guard. Maximum space of .020 between top of assembler cover and

bottom inside surface of assemble

.(B) Fit assembler
fit t

;r. Examin
cover. Use stop screw

,010 to .015. Hand fit

condition. Aft.

assembling

d assembler cover. Assembler cover must

h easy movement. Cover must snap onto

spacebbetween elevator gate and assembler

assembler cover to obtain proper space of

may be necessary to obtain proper

check for interference of

Remove interference where necessary. Care must be taken r

'increase space between cover and elevator gate. Check for inter-

ference of cover to assembler starting button shaft.

5. Push assembler slide over to bank on clamp stop at 30 Em. Lift

assembling .elevator to stop block in delivery position. Adjust assembler

slide return with brake, lever adjusting screw so that assembler slidf

returns to Its normal position, before elevator hook latches. on stop

block. Lock adjusting screw nut. Check for play in brake lever with

.';. elevator raised. Let elevator down. •

(A) Apply line delivery slide rleasing pin to assembling elevator.

COMET; Check for back elevator pawl to bank against firing pin bushings.

(B) Lift assembling elevator into delivery position so that elevator

latches onto stop block. Adjust "Firing Pin" adjusting screw in

elevator back plate to a point where line delivery slide is released

from stop latch. Spread slot of adjusting screw to hold adjustments.

(C) Re-check sequence of action of all parts as follows:

1. Assembler slide to release.

2. Assembling elevator to latch.

* 3. Line delivery slide to release.

COMET: After line delivery release is set, check for proper action of

assembling elevator hook return delaying latch. Check for safety -

to prevent latching of assembling elevator when line delivery has

moved to deliver a line into 1st elevator. Adjust "EE" actuating

-17-



screw and lock in detent rest. Check-

ered plating. Check !:or Rust.

ad adjust matrix guard, to gauge

2. Lock adjustments.

(B) Remove matrix block gauge. Set matrix guard for clearance to

distributor bar and screw when guard moves forward. Check for clear-

ance of matrix guard to front upper and lower screws with piece of

paper. Use adjusting screw on matrix guard. Bracket and lock adjust-

ing screw nut when satisfactory.

(C) Back in EJECTOR POSITION: Check distributor box rails for height

and bar point length with gauges. Check height of distributor bar

to distributor box rails with steel gauges. If satisfactory, apply

distributor box and check height of bar to box rails.

(D) Check for clearance of distributor box rails to distributor screws.

Correct if necessary. If the distributor runs with such an interfer-

ence the plating of the screws may be damaged. Check matrix guard

"and screw clearance. Check font distinguisher for clearance to screw.

7. Align 2nd elevator bar to 2nd elevator top guide. Set distributor box

bar for .002 play to 2nd elevator bar. Set clearance of 2nd elevator

yoke to guide. Set clearance between distributor box bar and 2nd elevator

bar. Return machine to normal position. Set 1 1/2" space between 2nd

elevator and shifter slide;

COMET: Set top guide to clear pin in 2nd elevator lever by .006 to .008.

6. Use brass matrix bloc'c and check alignment between' 2nd elevator bar and

distributor box bar. Adjust 2nd elevator top guide shoes for proper

condition of alignment. Set shoes parallel.

9. Check distributor shifter slide for free movement and for interferences to

second elevator and distributor box bars. Adjust stop screw of slide

so that shifter pusher clears vertical face of distributor box rails by

.004 to .010, Check for clearance of shifter to automatic screw.

10. Close swinging distributor screw. Make sure screw is properly timed with

timing pin. Oil distributor screw bearings.

DO HOT OIL EXCESSIVELY.
f

'

CB) Turn (Hstributor by hand -until distributor box lift lever i

;
qn,

;
low spot of lift cam on swing screw.

rix and shoulder c



: di6tinguisher flag,

ket for point size t

Lsher lever screw to align flag 1

Lock adjusting screw nut.

! distributor.

(I) Apply distributor drive belt and intermediate shaft drive belt to
intermediate shaft pulleys. Check for interference of Intermediate
gear guard to intermediate shaft. Turn on motor. Check distributor
box lift rest.

11. Apply distributor box safety to distributor beam. Adjust to align safety
finger with cut out in matrix guard.

(A) Allow the shifter to come in contact with safety finger.

(B) Locate safety bracket so that finger just clears matrix guard when
shifter is banking against stop screw. Lock bracket in this position.

1 play when entering matrix guard with

COMET; Apply shitter slide s-.ubber and set air chamber for proper stroke.

12. Check height of front matrix guard to magazine. Check proper action and
throw of cannon latch releasing turnbuckle.

(A) Adjust position of matrix guard operating lever so that lever has
.006 play in its normal resting position. Set throw of lever so Chat
actuating arm of releasing lever just clears hardened shoe on
operating lever. Lock adjusting nuts and dowel hardened shoe to •

operating lever. Use No. 31 Drill for 1/8" dowel pins.

(B) Position actuating arm of releasing lever for about 1/16" of clearance
to operating lever. Remove play from shaft. Lock set screw on hub
of releasing lever. Check bite of safety. Drill and taper ream
lever. Apply dowel pin.

(C) Set clearance of .005 to
screw. Lock nut.

(D) Pull shifter out of disti

Depress magazine elevatoi
actuating arm ihould blti
release of cannon Latch.

(E) Set shifter 1,

releasing lever link with guide bra<

tbvitor Box. Set against stop later,
release lever. Matrix guard oper,-.!

into operating lever block and pre.

distributor box. Check for' play in .-,n t



1.1. Apply keybc trd

(A)

(B) Apply pi t

di 1

.
(C) Apply i

CCMfiT: Set space*.

> to pi stacker. Check Cube fi

:ebands to spacebar

; channel with (

machine is receivee1

trom Sub-Free t ion.

Open keyboard locking latch. Circulate r-.afri
,

(A) 'Depress' one keyboard button nnd release oat



ASSEMBLER:

A! 1 Models

(A) From

(B) Chut.

tc ex :i

(C) Chute raiUi-raus

Matrix Delivery

ID) Front Chute Hal
Duplex Rail.

(E) Chute Rail plat

2. Assembler Matrix tte

(A) Mp3
(b) Pun.

(C) Puli...

(D) Pulley muct not

3, iff-""*''1''- 6*

(B) When the spring
plate, the spri

4, .Star Wheel (D-5912)

(A) All 3 tar wheels

c Delivery Belt (Maximum c

ich other within .015 at j

i 1/64" to 1/16" aboi

nnbler Plate. Mi:,



(A) Assemble:

(B) Clearance

must bank on assembler plate,

cover and assembling elevator gate should

(C) Clearance between assembler cover and assembling elevator gate pa^
should not exceed .015 nor be less than .005. .

(D) Clearance between assembler <

entrance cover aligning piec.

(E) Horizontal alignment of both aligning pie(

<F) Clearance betweer
not exceed .020 c

(G) Aassembler cover

(H) Assembler cover ii

of the tension sp

position.

(I) Assembler covet retaining lever roller must :
rotate. ."

(J) When.'.cl.t'Sing assembler cover, its aligning piece must engage with
Assembler entrance cover aligning piece without any distortion of
assembler cover.

astem^ler coi

i Comts only...

ust open -to maximum' position without interferon.

st snap ini

ing when c<

1 or closed position with the .aid
approximately 1/2" away from closec

7. Assembler Chute Finger

(A) Assembler Chute Finger must r

plate or cover.
: come in contact with assembler <

(B) Adjust to clear chute rails by approximately 3/32".

(C) Assembler chute finger tension spring should be adjusted so that
it cannot become disengaged from contact with the chute finger.

(D) Chute finger, D-5446 (old style) pivoting screw and adjusting screw
must be applied to lower set of holes In assembler plate.

(E) Assembler chute finger, D-3318 (new style) pivoting screw and
adjusting screw must be assembled to upper set of holes in assemble!
plate.

(F) Noisy assemblers to be questioned.



hold assembler slide fi

ase Ext. finger should be adj'j

:ate freely.

l.:i. gib.



.020.

6. Side play in i

7. AasemMel:. ent

8. Assembler cut

9. Assembler eat

hold securely

t permits cover to close freely J

and assembler pla

- adjustable pulley

10. Magazine tu

11. Inside suit

12. Clearance b<

Minimum .005 - Maxim

13. Matrix delivery belt

before applying new belt.

14. Matrix delivery belt Idler pulley - must be freest all interferences

and sufficient tension to I eep matrix delivery belt taught.

ASSEMBLER,
ELEVATOR, SAFETY USVSR CAM ANT) BAR,,

All Models

1. Assembling Elevator

'

'(A) Y--*t rise and fall freely - side play not to exceed .005.

v„ .ii„.f, i > r allou elevator to return completely
(B) Balamt- spring " aUOU elevator

(C) Assemb

(D) Assembling i

opened to maximum pos

(E) Wich assembling eleva

ears (at 30 en

less than .002 nor mo

(F) When assembling eleva

ision should be adjusted to not less than

Roller musr rotate freely.

A be free from any interference when

-md atsemb] ing i

than .015.

(G) Assembling ele

spacebands.

ltor is raised

; elevator gate

Length of line.

nust open and c

j the position whei

nust always contad



(A) When duplex
filling pit

be pr?.v at<

3. Ass -nihil ng Kiev

(A)

scop pin, <

align with

(B) Space bettw

(C) Space betw
.020.

(D) Assembling
surface i

CS)

MNS DELIVERY CAPR]

All Hod I.-;





(A) Line deli'

(B) Line dell-

Use matri:

jaw and 1:

(c> Space bet\

be not not

CD)

Minimum

(E) Line leli\

and line delivery channel should

lei back rail ai»d fi oat rai]

>ack and front rjiia to contact

!„_,; J<0A 'IDS

8. With keybo?

9. Em, En s

10. Keyboard sti



12. All keybo.-n

13. Keyboard ci

.ference wl:

14. Keyboard pi

15. Check ccnditloi

roll.

16. End play in rA
rotate freely ,

1 I <

17. Keyboard

18. Clearance
.004 nor i

19. Check for

keyboard.

20. Check all

full "bit

damage and cil with t

21. Chnck t

strips.

'•7U.- Spring b<

25. If it be<

banking' 1

directioi



(C) Dae *

!-ii'.c vl

<« A .

m Ho 1

.

elf;

d

(F) Mol. d

Fit of. Holds

(A) Mol J

a

of ,00

If no!

Reno v., i of ,

00 All molds nust

(C) R.H. and L.H.

to be brought

(D)

beyond face cl

00 Spotting of M(

I'it

(A)

CB)

I. (HeadletLer Block) must not extend
be more than .004 nor less tlu.n .002

;sing 36 pt.

timing with Mold Disk Pinion (Handle

)



(A) Bjecl

(A-l) Advance, all

(0) A mil

(whei

shall not var

5. Mol d Pis . Loc

(A) Mold disk lockii



(E) Both toci

(F) Mold

(H) Wiper

Mold Tun

; forward (engaged with mold disk
>n, when pulled forward should
' with no interference from Mold
all position." of Mold Disk)

.d Disk PjLnion teeth musv

Mold driving pinion (F-68) has

with face of Mold Arm

the Kna

the our

(F) Mold D;.

(G) Mold tut

(Use K.<

.
Square I

(H) Mold-t-ui

amed so that
ely } /32" beyond

ertical position.

l turning cam shoos .-.

lid not exceed .002.

ist be on top when

(I) Spate be

should r

(J) Mold tur

and Mold turning segment
sept Comets and Model 31 for

.080.

i arm. When brake U
I friction I



1, The first el

(long) or 1<

•slide piece
and lower pi

2. E-4366 - til

B (F-4376 two (2) le ter flapper)

. Both upper

(A) The double

(B) The single

(C) No
(

(D) rhei

:o all mmail ly operated Comers.

; equipped with Teletype keyboards,

is except as otherwise specified

Slug Lever a:ii

All Models

1. (B-773)

(A) Slug 1 ,86 frame when Slug

(B) Slug I

slight



binds t

(D) Rai

(B-776)..

(E) End play :

.
ide to a point where Slug L^ver Operating
iposite the highest operating point of
ljusi. Slug Lever Adjusting Screw (B-774) to
/32" to 1/16" between sliding piece and
p< ,.t check overthrow, it must be possible
until it banks on slug lever stop bracket.

Operating Arm Shaft (B-78G) i

should not i

lever.

(B) R.'h. Galley Bra.

align vertically
(Bracket may
surface.)

(cv Galley Bracks
slide with ft

(D) Galley Brackt

Fir st Elevator Slide s

AJ1 Models

1. Fir t Elevator SI 1 dip

Jth galley brackets. Galley tray to bank
t stop pin. Galley tray to £it snugly on
t hand side, of galley tray to bank on
Ley nay slide (E-864) must have sufficienl
rom shifting on galley tra

wvements of slugs on galley tray by slug

:-2055). This bracket must be positioned to
dge of Knife Block surface on vise frame,
k a maximum of, ,015 from edge of vise frame

(E-861 and E-4308) i

ew is tight.

ing <E-1797) should lay flat on galley



Firsl

fire fires Bl«

boLt hole.

Note:

1-. Make certain that all lock t

2. Do not alc«]

3.

Firsl

First elevatjr Lev^r Link I

Link Bushing notch (B-90) :

\V (B-271) is attached to First el

rst elevator lever. FirstEl*v«to,
isf be 3/4" from top of 1

:o nearest edga of hole in eyebolt
> Bolt (lower B-92) must be 13/16"

ik Bushing (B-90) to nearest edge

i are tight.

it elevator' lever link for alignment of

ilt Spring Lower CB-95) must enter Lever
ly.

:or Back and front Jaws. (use standard

5. Check for <

Jatf -Back Gi

less than .

(A) Insert both
Move Hold Disk for

Elevator SI Me unt

(B) Check up am
in sane pos:

'irst Elevator Jaw and Mold. (New six point

i First Elevator Jaw approximately 4j" apart,

i -:thin .010 of vise Jaws. Lift First
ices contact mold, hold firmly and test each

toil] 1 be loose.

it of First Elevator Slid* with same, matrices
cred to for matrix alignment. (Up and down

.010 nor be less than .008).

rst elevator slide adjusting screw and nut (E-429

• f. Check space between viae jaus and vise cap, (Hse the .681 and .691

parallel bar gauge. When 1st elevator jaw is resting on vise cap, both

vise Jaws must move freely. When pressed against 1st eliva^r jaw
;
vise

jaws must lay flat. C ct f :uif fcient side movement of vise jaws with
parallei bar gauges .661 aid .691. Insert bar gauges between vise cap

and vise jaws and in each cast che vise. Jaw3 must contact, and be

parallel ver z.'ntally with parallel gauges. In each extremt

the vise jaw must lay List vertically and horizontally against the

.681 and .691 parallel bivc gauges.
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pulled forward, mold
.003 la permitto.i.)

,9t . Check clearance betw.

when mold disk la Cul

leas than .002).

bank against vise jaws squarely. (A taper of

When pulling Mold disk foi

vise jaws, makt
disk is pulled forward. J

Mold Disk Dog, 'H-350) wti:

mold disk. Also check foj

Stop Plate (E-993) and fa<

racking paral lei Ism with respect to

t hands are directly opposite each other when
move or make inoperative the - Vise Automatic Stop
h will interfere with the forward movement of
clearance between First Elevator Slide Safety
of mold disk.

Make < rtai; that old and knife wiper flag do r : Interfere with each

MOLD CAM AND LEVER SETTi;. .: 'p. .. AUD FORTH SHAKE)

All Models

1. Remove 1st Elevator Jaw, Back Jaw. Rotate cams to a point where ths
Resilient lever roller is on the highest point of Mold Cam Shoe Small
(C-1651) (Second Shoe). At this point there should not be less than
.003 nor more than .008 between face of mold and face of vise jaws.

2. At this same point there should be a minimum of 1/32" clearance between
Back Face of Mold and Mouthpiece. (Pot shake). Removing 1/32" of material
from banking face of - Pot Lever Eyebolt Nut, long (F-25) is permissible.

3. There should be a minimi
jaws when Resilient Lev<

Shoe Large (1st shoe).

6\ Mold slide le

unlocking.

reen face oil mold and face of vise,
i the highest point of the Mold Cams

- and Inside face of mold gear

i minimum of <

>.r (Resilient

side
:r4of trasher on eitherAof the mold slide le\

•r) must operate freely wh^"» locking c

Mold Cam Lever Handle (BB-249) must clear pot pump bracket and Mold Cam
Lever Stop Pin (BB-146) when Handle is in its upper or locked position.
Handle must also clear BB-146 Stop Pin when handle is fully depressed.

est on the bottom of roller pocket on the

;iear mold slide when mold cam lever handleMold Cam Lever i

is fujly depress
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L. H. Vise stud whei

i either viso handle

;hen vise Is being

i being closed.

numbered 1 and 2 I

Vise Automatic St<

Automatic Stop Screw (E-204) must be adjusted to cause vise

latic stop rod to clear vise automatic moid disk dog when dog

i forward.

at point wherp
vise cap, the machin<

,
(B) With a 1/32" spacer or washf r placed on vi

, 1st elevator slide adjusting screw upper c

must stop.

(C) Raise l^t elevator slide and remove spacer or washer, lower l_st eievat<

slide gently, push starting and stopping handle to Its in position,

1st elevator, slide should then drop ts'v^p cap which should lower vis<

automatic stop rod sufficiently to perrctu vise automatic dog to move

forward and allow lagphine. to continue its normal rotation.

,cS-.in i it 13 necessary to push the 1st c

) be adjusted to prevent mold disk from

moid will contact lugs of matrices.

(F) Vise Automatic Stop I,ever (E-201) mu
complete cycle of machine.

VI .e Jaw t
,

, H. Wedfte Bracket (B-19 o 2}_

be free In all positions

vertically and horizontally to permit

of vise jaw L. H. adjusting Bar.

(C) When Wedge Bushing Claii

Adjusting Rod (E-1953)



. engage freely %

(F) When rotating \

adjust

tends to lock i

This condition
alter the adjuj

4. Spaceband Ju ;ti '.
.

Listing Bar to engage locking Pin with
-.in that adjusting bar passes over cent..
ig pin while it is engaged in the adjusting rod.
iserved by a noticeable snap that takes place

(A) When JLst. and 2nd
Vise Justification Bar m
Justification Rod Sic ve«

(B) Vise Justification rods rr

(C) Vise Justification Bat v.h

.

Viae Jaw Blocks (minimum
by lifting Justi

5- Vise Closing and Justlflcati o

:lon Lever are at their maximum height,
:., be parallel within 1 /16", a»id. both VI*
iust bank on vise frame within t/32".

JBt be free of binds.

in in its highest position
:learance .020 maxlmun
>ar manually.

(A) When vise frame is being closed the justification lever must not strike
the Vise Justification Rods. (Minimum clearance between rods and 1, ver
should not be less than 1/32").

>1 Vis... Closing Lever should contact Vise Justif icatior
uniformly. (Out of parallel not to exceed .010).

(C) Vise closing 'lever roller must be
during the downward movement of Vii

with cam at all times

(D) Lever rollers
than rollers.

:losing le<

surface except where c

g lever and mold arm brackets

rface is wider

(F) Vise closing lever spring (light wire) adjusting must set 3/4" from top
of nut to beginning of thread on rod.

(G) Justificatioi
from top of r

ever spring (Heavy wire) 11/16" (adjustinj
:
to beginning of thread on rod.

FIRST ELEVATOR LEVER AND AUXILIARY LEVERS^

All Models

First Elevator Levar, BB-^/6

(A) Sid* play between Mc!d Arc
Elevator Lever
should not fexcMid

t and Cam Shaft Bracket when 1st
Spacm- Sleeve are assembled to shaft



so that J

(C) When Re..

in its i-

1st ElevaLor Link I

(B-90).

Note: Check for c]

Stop (E-792)

First Elevator Auxil i ary L<.

(A) Norma 1 ali

(BE-171). Roller I

flat within .003.

EJECTOR LEVER, BB-420

All Models

(A) Lever must not He t

(B) With Eje
not be m
(C-1278)

tha

: block and 1st Elevator Slide
in its highest position.

:et by adjusting auxiliary lever assembled
ist align with 1st Elevator Cam and also lay

36) engaged in Ejector Lever, there should
is Than .002 between Delivery Cam Shoe
.oe (BB-'4l9).

(C) There
Delivery Cam

be i : Lever Shoe (BB-419) and

(D) Ejector Lever Adjustable Paw). (BB-165) must clear driving gear cam.

(E) Side play in adjustable pawl must not exceed .025.

(F) Ejector Lever Adjustable Pawl when adjusted should permit ejector
blades to protrude approximately 1/64" beyond front end of Lower Knife
Block Liner.

STARTING AND STOPPING LEVERS

Ail Models

Vertical Starting Levei , bB-699

ind Safety Pawls (C-190) should

(B) Make certain
Shaft (BB-149
tight

<

(C) Adjust Vertir;

pawl (C-190) I

Upper (BB-685]

lower end of Vertical Starting Lever
surface before set scraw (BB-244) is

ting Lever Bracket (BB-389)

.

assembly to that the automatic stopping
1/4") on The Aromatic Stopping Lever



(E) Set AdjttBtii

than 1/16" beyon<i I h

(F) When Stopping Pawl (C-190) !

Lever (RB-392) it must not 1

(A) Handle (B-147) must work ftr*ely,

(B) Check for Interference
I

Connecting Bai

(C) Adjust Vertical
pawl (CJ90) has a full
Upper (BB-685).

(D) Adjust Vertical Star tin-

1/64" to 1/32" clearanei
the Vertical »t

<E) Set Adjusl

than 1/K

(F) When St;
[

Lever

handle and Viae Automatic Stop

Not4 at

Starting and Stonoina Levers

(A) Handle (F.-147) must w<

(B) Check .for inter ferenci
Bar (E-406).

(C) With driving mo
;
tor tui

_,. .
position Slightly, ch<

Starting and Stopping

(D) Clearance between Ecci
Lever (BB<-392) should

(E) With driviv
betweian Automatic Sto

;

Lower (BB-198) . (Clei
be approximati

. handle and \ I Automatic Stop Connecting

and main cams backed off of normal
itint of Eccer.tric Stud (E-250) when
s in operating position.

leaded with driving
. Forked Lever <BB-

i



r.





Pot Pump Lever Stop J

(A)

bracket surfac

(B) When pot pump

.008 to .012 c

block, BB-558.

(C) When stop lev.

to its highest

(D) A 1/16" x 45 c

return to norn

(B) Stop i e i B

<*) Pot Pump. Sa£et

(G) Pot Pump Uvei
sufficiently t

<H) Pot Pump Level

(I)

EJECTOR B] .

All Models

'

(A)

with the Bjet

sly ,.»id lay flax on

i and it is lift*

;op lever strikes on its

561, should be adjusted t



(A) 5

(B) Spacebar

(0)

sly. Spring tension to be

,,late shoi

I Adjusting Strip, D-582.

slide mat onto 2nd

; of 1st Elevator Jaw.

id box to the left of

:op of Spaceband Box so

; tin ough the first

-90, is tightened.

Lock nut, 1-186, if



(A) Cleara

(B) Cleara

(C) Check
highe*

(D)

(I) lsr Elev

)-2333, and 1st Ele>

When manually t

alized with respect



KNIFE BLOCK

AH Model*

(D) Both kn

(E) With Itn



(B;

(C) Knife Wiper E

of I., nVInif«

m Check hi. est

'-;-;,riming of Slu..s

(A)

(B) The Left Band

(C) Ihe Left Han

eaten end of a

the overhang o

enough' to rein

(D)

bowed L.H. Kan

it does not e.

tolerances.

(R)

allowed.

30 m ]

(G) All 4 01

(H) Slug To]

Ful 1 la;

Nominal
oe. held

to the one mold specif ii

adjusted until the overhang of mi

he. ends of a trimmed slug usually is pi

ct shrinkage of slug at this point or

ase this overhang is acceptable provid

11 other slug measurements are within

ally as per tolerances

,ed are for a 12 point

12 point fuats with a c.

.nning of each word.



(J) Type High Tolort

(K) There a:

a d*jm

immedial

S lug.mram

The first ai

.1675

.1675

.1675

.1675

5. Sluft Pace Qv..-.

All character



. Mol

(A) Space betwt

(B) Cam Shaft Cr

(C) C-91 Collar

(D) It should 'bi

i to blow tholes in an
le top of type face.

oles should be flush or .005 abjve constai

stelj v isible on slug. (Note:
a-Jc by Inserting a pair of 5 pt. 30 em
a slug. All holes should be completely

8. Mouthpiece

Length of s

CAM ASSEMBLY

All Models

i. First Eleva

(A) Roller
within

(B) First E

oil hoi

(C) Check f

2. Distributor

. from to 3/4" of an inch. Bead or

.dth of mouthpiece vent. Type; metai i

Ticible face.

lth of cam surface and lay flat

-118) must be locked in posit I<

must rotate freely when stud i:

>uld have a slight



5. J uatlficatio :

Check Eoi

6 - Second Eleva

I

Check foi

1 . Pump Lever Cf

Check for

8. Pot Cam

Check for

9. Mold Cam and

Check tor

10. Line Delivi

jr damaged t

-y.and pievj

(A) Check for damage and roller alignment.,

(B) Cam should bank against RH Cam Shaft Bracket side

11. Delivery an.: Locating Piece (C-34fl

Thi^ strip should i i
'. MM Delivery Cain and 1

DISTRIBUTOR

Ali Models

1. Distributor

. Screw and bistribi
,
burrs, poor plating

' and Distribute
Check for

before and after Distributor Box

(A) Check tor damaged Din
Bar for example, runt
free movemen'
is applied.

(B) Matrix Guard - Clearance between Distributor Screw and Matrix Guard
should not exceed .010 nor be less than .005. Matrix Guard clearance
between Matrices on Distributor Bar and Matrix Guard should not excee
.015 nor be less than .005.

(C) Matrix Guard should not extend beyon. Distributor Box Rail

(D) Spac. between tie diameter
Distributor U use gauge).



(J) There should be i

Bearing (G-13) wl

2. Distributor Box

(A) Distributor Box s

(B) Alignment of Dist

Place the Matri
block or gauge
either aide of

approxt

matrix
exceed

(C) Distributor Box
Rail (C-3582) m

?'r

c Bar Caut,t? shoul d

Back STew upper and swinging screw
<ind at right angles to Distributor Bar.
must be advanced approximately .006 - .C.

icrew Journal and Distributor Screw Bearir

l Distributor Screw Latch (G-18) and
:rew is in operating position.

lould fit snugly in key-way of Distributor Beam.

< Ralls with respect to Distributor.

lock or Steel Gauge on the Distributor Bar. This
ly into Distributor Box. Space between
and both Distributor Box Rails should be

between top surface of both Distributor
' MTtrlx Block or Steel Gauge Ears, when

extreme height, should not

(D) Distributor Box Font Distinguisher Stud Rod, Short (G-2872) 1

contact Lower Distribut: > Screw,

(E) Distributor Box Lift, when in its

(F) Distributor Box Lift ("bit(
maximum (.<&7). (Out of p<

not exceed .005.)

(G) Timing of Distributor Bos 1

When Distributor Box Lift i

should b«

side of Distributor Screvs
•vertical surfaces of Distri
the angular

(H) Distributor

*er surface of Matrix should be
a of lift with respect to matrix shouU

:iix Lift Cam (G-2042) .

raising a matrix with a .090 lug, there
• ar of natrix and non-carrying

ion Matrix is at the highest point of the
itor Box Rails. (This is the point where
ails begin.)

.



respect to Bar point slot in Matrices Space between bar point and
Distributor Box Rails (Matrix banking surface) must not be less than
.030 when rear end of Distributor Bar has dropped to its lowest
position (when 2nd Elevator is away from Distributor Box Bar).
Space between bar point and Distributor Box rails when 2nd Elevator
is engaged with Distributor Box Bar must not exceed .038.

(I) Distributor Box Lift Stop (G-3190)

This stop must be adjusted vertically to a point equivalent to the
highest point to which it is raised by the Distributor Box Lift Cam.
The stop should also he adjusted horizontally so that the slot in the
lift will engage with the projection of the lift atop. Caution should
be used when adjusting the lift stop horizontally. The lift step must
not prevent the Box Lift from <iavin£ a full "bite", on the Matrix.

(J) Font Distin
lock securely in o;

(K) There should be Sul

Lifting Lever (C-4:
without causing anj

Interference prevei

(L) Distributor Box Frc

-2874) t in and out freely and

r ov or yield in Dist ribu tor Box Cam
the Di jtribu or to c ml 1 iue to rotat

' Lift me
Bally.

:han .sin when an;

(CM39) (BUS t be adlusu
st matr Lees should not

(M) When 2nd Biff

3. Distribute

(D) Distribute
permit Sh



(C) Second Elevator iJuide, I

clearance of approximati
Yoke (G-1682) at their i

7. Function of Matrix on Distr:

(A) Matrix ttti

(G) Place a "pi" mat
if Mat;

combination bar.

(D)' Check level of D

,
aide of Distr ibui
higher than Disti

(A) Place a "t" mat on Distri'c

drops , Matrix ,

(B) Clearance between t

>n Distr 1

Caution -

Ulatrlbutoi
diffkcult .

and ..cap*

(e> The Clutch must disc
the Distributor Bar
lated in the channe
Matrix to become be-

(D) The pressure of the
must be sufficient t

distributor bor. and
Distributor Screws.

adjusted vertically to permit i

\ guide and 2nd Elevator Bar Lit

re length of Distril

listributor Screw.

>r. Matrix should always lay against carrying
rs. Clutch end of .Distributor should always be
.ox ehd .

'

with r espect to Channel Entrance

• Bar and turn Distributor slowly until nut
op of third partition. This adjustment ui

late high speed Distributors.

lei Entrance partitions to bottom of Matrix
ihould be approximately .045.
:n oiling Distributor Bearings. Oil on

Matrices and result in much

i thin Matrix, which is moving along c

intact with Matrices which have accural

This function should not cause the t'

leathers against the' driving pulley s>

, full 30 em line of Matrices through 1

e Distributor Bar without any hesitatii



locked,
with a

(f) There s

which t

(C) When sp
1/8".

(H) The tension on
to keep the M«
the Chanm 1 Fnt
i9 **an 1

(I) When ti

should

.' Channe
e is "far

stop and

r Clutch Springs (1-1027) should be sufficient
lutch Stops (G-1548 and G-1547) engaged uhen
jened and closed, and when the trp magazine
lo operating position..

is opened and closed and when the top
etjrned to operating position the Distributor

(J) When an obstruction in

. Distributor E

(G-15A8) and (G-15't7)

the path of matrices traveling along the
the spirals to lock the Distributor Clutch Stopi
lust disengage freely.

(K) The tension of the Spiral Automatic Spring. (G-1527) must be sufficient
to carry a full 30 em line of matrices along the Distributor Bar with-
out causing the automatic spira'ls to lock. Too much tension will tend
to cause thin matrix ears or lugs to bend.

(L) Grasping the Knurled Starting Flange (G-2259) while the Distributor
nd applying a reasonable amount of pressure, should caus^

'tops (G-1548 and G-1547) to become disengaged.the Dist

(M) Space be

10

.

Font Dlatinguishei

(G-1402) until Font Dli

Distinguiaher slot in i

(B) Set all dials to indicj
each position and cheel
slot in MatrlJ .

utch Lever Screw (G-429) and the
(G-1061) should be approximately 1/32'

ributor Box either in front of, or directly
With the Fout Distinguisher dial set to

Matrix, adjust Font Distinguisher Lever Scrs
guisher (G-614) is centralized with Font

>ther if the re-
: Dl9tinguisher to

(C) Font Distinguisher
Dial (G-1065).

<fc) Font Distinguisher
of dial.

•alized with respec

it on locating far



(E) There-mist be !

he-Id both the ]

operation posil

(G) Side play between DiaL Locating Pin and Locating Hole will be acceptable
providing it does n.a cause any interference between Font Distinguisher
and Font Distinguisher slot in Matrix.

CHANNEL ENTRANCE

All Models

Channel Entrance Settings

(A) Channel Entrance should open and close freely.

(B) Side play in Chanrte 1 Entrance when open should not exceed .025.

(C) Channel Entrance when closed should have clearance between Channel
Entrance Frame and Channel Entrance Side Brackets, A minimum of .0C'

C
.

will be acceptable.

(D) Clearance between Channel Entrance Locating Slot and (1-3294) Channel
Entrance Locating Elock must not exceed .002.

(E) When L.H. and R.H. Chan' : 1 Entrance Hinge Brackets have been adjusted
there, should be a minlni'-:n of .020 br tween Hinge Brackets and Hinge
Bracket Clamping Screws to allow for further adjustment if necessary.

(F) When Channel Entrance is opened completely it should rest on (1-2689)
Buffer Spring.

(G) Tension on .1-1173 Channel Entrance Spring should be sufficient to dis-
engage (G-1538) Distributor Clutch Lever from G-1061 Distributor Clutch
Flange Collar, when returning a "fanned" Magazine to its operating
position.

(H) Space between Channel Entrance and Magazines must pot exceed .035 nor
be less than .015. A taper of .013 will be acceptable.

(I) Height of Channel Entrance with respect to Magazine ("Drop") should not
exceed .010 nor be lesa than .000 or line for line. On Che Comet the

"Drop" should not exceed .005 nor be more than .005 below the line for lii

line position.

(J) Alignment of Channel Entrance'Partltion with respect to Magazine Channel
or groove. Standing on the back of a machine, the right hand «:ide of the
Channel Entrance Partition should extend approximately .015 to the right
of Magazine Channel Wall.







.(C) When
"Mrr:

MAGAZINE FRA,'

Comet

MaRazine Fr«

(A,

(B) Lower

.006.

(C) Magazi

(D) Magazi

ilit Locking Latche

: least 1/32"



Rcrr

(H) Mai

on R

(I) When Magazine

(J) When
. Pin i

(K) When I-»353 8i

Maga^
Supporting Arr

D-69 Lifting 1

prevent Suppoi

Stud.

(L) Magaeine tram
•maximum of .0<

. M-i.azine Cross Bar

157 ^ Support Arm L.H. St

-ompl t ir'rly disengaged.

1-9027 Lifting Bar Cam with respect tr

!ws. These banking screws should not
dly on 1-8319 Support Arm Stop

Magazine Frame Assembly Bji ancing Spring

This spring tens:

one position to :

Magazine Frame 'mi

.the.r position (upper or lower)
banking screws within .004.

(A) Space 1 from .025 to .045.

(B) Drop betwe

A ,0}0 tap

(C) The 7 th pa:

the walls i

Alignment of Kevr.

i Front should be from .015 to .030.

(A) Keyrods should be a

Keyrods witn

-56-

ly to obtain a .full "bite" of



Separating

This Guai d should
Frame Separating E

AUTOMATIC H

Model 31

Automatic Matrix Guar

(A) When in normal
appro

tB) :

Wh<'-

posit:

Mags?.'

(C) If M'Kaeapeme
should Cam Esc
one position t

(D) When Automatic
Elevating. Shaf
Elevating Sl.af

(E) Clearance betwe

in Magazine Elt

sing the (1-8285) Magazine
in operating position.

iould prevent shifting of Magazines from one
if a Matrix is protruding beyond front of

latrix on the Distributor Bar.

ted* depressing of Matrix Guard Lever
back and allow shifting of Magazines fron

lly depressrd, the Magazine
1851, should clear the 1-5848 Magazine
ipproximately .015.

:ine Elevating Shaft Stop Pawl and slot
op Shoe when engaged must not exceed .006.

iting Lever Stop

(G) /When 1-5402 Magazine Locating Lever Banking Screw is Banking on 1-8006
Distributor Bracket, the Magazine Elevating Shaft Stop Pawl Link, Upper
(Turnbuckle) mist not be banking on 1-67 21 Screw.

Automatic Mat r : i go i«ted Parts

(A) Adjust f- hat Matrix Ouard clears
Matrix approximately 1/6-V.

(B) Adjust B-471 Mati „. that Matrix Guard does not



Lever is fully depressed.

i Adjust F-2343 Distributor S

G-4634 Distributor Screw &
Distributor Sere,-

craw Guard Lever Stop Screw so that
lard Lever Operating Lever passes G-4127
er without binding.

Adjust E-25&2 Distributor Screw Guard Lever Adjusting Screw t

Matrix Guard by approximately .010.

Adjust (G-4633) Distributor S.

Screw Con

ew Guard Auxiliary Operating Link to

tely 1/.16" bet een (G-4634) Distributor
er and (G-4127) Distributor Screw Guard

i If the Distribu
Distributor Mat
Guard and Matrl
Guard Lever Ope
Screw Guard Lev
position.

Box Matrix Guard Safety is engaged with the
Guard or it there is an interference between Matrix

i Distributor Bar, the (G-4625) Distributor Screw
Lng lever Sho^ should engage in (G-4121) Distribute*
'late and prevent Magazines from being shifted to at

Magazine

(A) J

Elevating Mechanism (Cannon) (1-8 581)

lould raise and lower without any interference.

I Counter Balance Springs to be adjusted to permit locating of Magazines
in all positions with a minimum of effort.

) Check diametei i

Elevatirg Shaft
Checking.

) Make certain th?

operate freely.

(F) 1

b'nrinrv Drums should be adjusted uniformly.

>ies provided tor adjusting tension of
Use (1-5043) Drum Winding Handle for

evating Shaft Spring Drums Detents (1-5762)

i (1-5530) Stop Screw (D-235) must be

(G) I

Magazj

(A) 1

: be fre< after machine

tical position when Magazine is in normal

(I>-5146) 'Detent must have sufficient spring pressure to permit elevating
or lowering of Magazines without becoming disengaged from detent

> Use caution in adjusting Detent Spring Pressure, too much spring
pressure will prevent detent from being dircnj.;aged from its. spot ai

may result In damage if and when any interference may be present.



Magazine Frame Separating Links (1-3307, 1-5416, 1-5937, 1-5938)

•(B) (1-5901, 1-5902) Ma;

adjusted to disengai

zine Separating Link Safety Brackets should be

Separating Links when Magazines are lowered.



5~82 new type

.5T6 old type

-2E2

~~Gduye for Vise Cap

facemg and frontjaw
to~frnt elevator sides

I



New Erection Q
Inspection r-j

ERECTION AND INSPECTION REPORT • MERGENTHALER LINOTYPE COMPANY

i. Distributor, proper height, position.

i of channel entrance lower

4. Relation between di

distributor bar.

5. Alignment of seeom
distributor box bar.

Proper setting of distributor b(

passing through distributor box.

10. Distributor shifter banking for

pushing last thin matrix against matrix
lift.

11. Distributor Box Matrix Guard.

12. Distributor Screw Guard Lever.

13. Distributor clutch for releasing

when entrance is opened, starting when
entrance is closed and for throwing off

when matrices clog entrance.

14. Distributor front screw lower to be
oiled and run freely.

15. Font distinguisher adjustment.

16. Automatic bridge set properly.

17. Pi matrices to distribute properly.

Make c<

properly.

19. Proper alignment of magazines with
stationary front guides, proper space
and drop between magazines and sta-

tionary front guide holder.

20. Elevating Cannon, horizontal and
tical adjustment.

Proper positioning of stationary
it guides to allow matrices to pass to

anbler freely and without hesitation.

a
a

a

a
a
a
a_

a:
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
D
a

D
a

J
a

5

I

i, tightly held upon raisii

28. Alignment of first elevator slide to

delivery channel.

29. Line delivery carriage for full re-

30. Release of line delivery carriage.

31. Line deliv. carriage banking screw.

32. "Waiting line" in delivery channel.

33. Release of line delivery pawl by line

delivery carriage.

34. Proper height of first elevator slide

Q 57. All cam rollers to turn.

Q 58. Main driving clutch.

I 1 59. Alignment of escapement levers t<

pith r<

35. Matrix aligi lent of mold and first

I I 60. Double "e" for single and alternat-

I" I 61. Adjust counterbalancing spring

|
I 62. Check the electromatic safety sys-— tern for proper operation.

Hyciraquadder

Q 1. L.H. and B.H. vise jaws not binding.

I i 2. Manual Hydraquadder—As the first
*—

' elevator rises after the east, vise jaws
n against the end matrices

the bottom of the matrices are J/4" from
being entirely removed from the con-

40. Proper alignment of ir.louthpiece
tacting surfaces of the vise jaws.

holes with molds. D 2a. Electrically Controlled Hydraquad-

41. Make certain matrices and space- der—Make certain vise jaws do not

bands transfer properly.

42. Automatic line stop andmechanism. drawn from vise jaws.

43. Transfer slide cam pawl. n 3. Jaws must center correctly.

44. Assembler slide, brake and stop. D 4. L.H. vise jaw pot pump safety must

45. Spaceband release pawls and proper properly.

release of spacebands. D 5. No margin variance between quadded
46. Proper pot and mouthpiecia temp. and justified lines.

47. Slugs type high, point size parallel, 6. Proper mesh of pump pinion or
margin at ends of slug. proper belt tension (V-Belt Drive).

48. Quality of slug. D 7. Justification lockout adjustment.

U 8. Squareness of vise jaw faces under

24., Make certain the oscillating front
shifts freely and locks in both p<

25. Alignment of tappets with es<

ment plungers, upper and lower.

: . Ejector blades must coincide wi
ector blade indicator scale. Clearan
itween ejector blades and constant si

I 1 9. Position of hoses and wirii—
' sible contact with moving pa
chine or attachments.

I I 10. Check for fluid leakage.

D ll.l

Selector rack

Selector handlf
L.H. vise jaw bs



ERECTION AND INSPECTION REPORT • MERGENTHALER LINOTYPE COMPANY

t Travei Expense-Incoming Charge -
Erection Time (Overtime) Charge Hrs. fl Travel Expense-Outgoing Charge

Travel Time (Regular Rate) Charge Hrs. @ Hotel Expense Charge

incidents Expense

Total Carried Forward Total

Remarks:


